Flammable
cabinets

RANGE 14.T

Handle with
integrated lock

Vents

Fix on the wall
2 points

CERTIFICATION

PASSIVE SECURITY

- Large warning labels in compliance with ISO 3864, NF X08.003
norm and the European directive 92/58/CEE.

- Built in steel 8/10th.
- White grey paint RAL 7035.
- 3 steel sliding containment shelves (height: 50 mm; maximum
load by shelf: 45 kg).
- 1 steel sliding containment sump (height: 80 mm).

ADVANTAGES
- Sliding containment shelves for an easy access to the stored
products.
- Locking system for the others drawers in the retracted position
when one drawer is already pull-out.
- Possibility to fix on the wall.
- Supplied with “Toxic”, “Flammable” or “Acid (2x)” large warning
labels following your needs (to stick on according to your
storage).

P/N

Description

External dim.
Internal dim.
H x W x D (mm) H x W x D (mm)

ACTIVE SECURITY
- Hight and low vents.
- Handling door(s) with key locking and integrated handle.

OPTIONS
- Industrial absorbent mat (ref. JF10D).
Storage
capacity (L)

Containment
capacity (L)

shelves/retention

Number of

Maximum load
by shelf(1)

W.
(kg)

ALT155 Tall cabinet with drawers 1 door

1950 x 500 x 500

1718 x 379 x 430

150

40

4

30

72

ALT305 Tall cabinet with drawers 2 doors

1950 x 916 x 500

1718 x 795 x 430

300

85

4

50

102

SEALT155 Containment shelf/sump in PVC for cabinet 1 door

-

2

SEALT305 Containment shelf/sump in PVC for cabinet 2 doors

-

3

-

1

JF10D

(1)

Industrial absorbent mat, small and large widths (pack of 10 sheets)

Evenly distributed

Pesticide
range
Fume hoods, filtering
cabinets - Ventilation
Containment
and Cans

Shelves/retention on
coulisants rails

Anti-fire equipments
and Files cabinets

Locking system
drawers

ALT305 

Showers and firstaid equipments

ALT155 

The manufacturer reserves the right to discontinue or change specifications or designs at any time without notice and without incurring obligations.
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Toxic cabinets
and multirisk

Corrosive
cabinets

SECURE CABINETS with sliding drawers
FOR DANGEROUS PRODUCTS
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